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‘And what does the gift of feminism consist of if not a certain bundle
of ways of thinking historically, ways of seeing, ways of hoping?’ –
Vikki Bell

Feminism is a political project about what could be. It’s always looking
forward, invested in futures we can’t quite grasp yet. It’s a way of wishing,
hoping, aiming at everything that has been deemed impossible. It’s a task
that has to be approached seriously. This book is for anyone who is
beginning to think critically. Feminist histories are unwieldy; they cannot
and should not be neatly presented. I hope this book makes you think
about the limits of this world and the possibilities contained in the ones we
could craft together. I hope it makes you want to read more and become
more familiar with radical feminist thought and practice. If this book
makes you pick up another book, or watch a documentary, search the
archive, reach for a poetry book – if it sparks or reignites your interest in
feminism, then it has served its purpose.

Everybody has a story about how they arrived and keep arriving at
radical politics. Some of us are politicised by the trauma of our own
experiences, by wars waged in our names, by our parents and lovers, by
the internet. It’s useful to share the ways we become politicised if only
because it helps politicise others. Growing up as a young black woman, I
felt the oppressive way the world was organised with my body and through
interpersonal relations long before I could articulate what those feelings
meant. Revelling in the discovery of the word ‘feminism’ and its history



as a political practice in my early teenage years at school, I found a
personal freedom. I read ferociously. Black feminism, Liberal feminism,
Marxist feminism, Anarcha-feminism, Eco-feminism. Feminism opened
up my world. I saw in it, conflicting theorists and activists, all giving their
ideas about the way the world should be. Perhaps most memorably, it
released me from the desire to comply with the world as it is. This meant
many things for me as an individual; feminism allowed me to be wayward,
the wrong kind of woman, deviant. It took me longer to realise that true
liberation meant extending this newfound freedom beyond myself. Just
because I felt freer in some respects, did not mean I was free.

The material conditions of my life were still determined by the same
systems; poverty and racism still trapped the women around me.
Disparities in healthcare, education, public services and access to
resources limited the possibility for any kind of expansive existence. I saw
how black women were locked out of womanhood as defined by a white
supremacy and how anyone outside of those accepted boundaries simply
did not exist in the eyes of mainstream feminism. I began to understand
how my own rebellion, the defiance instilled in me by the feminists I
admired, was raced and classed. I read about how freedom requires
upheaval and must be fought for, not romanticised. It was during this
period that I realised that feminism was not simple. There were no pre-
given solutions. The ‘answer’, if there was one, required us to place
different feminisms in conversation and necessitated a radical flexibility
in our organising. Feminism was complicated and messy in ways that
made me reconsider my foundational political beliefs: equality versus
liberation, reform versus abolition. Feminism meant hard work, the kind
done without reward or recognition, the kind that requires an unshakeable
belief in its importance, the kind that is long and tiresome, but that creates
a sense of purpose. It proposed a new way of being that transformed the
way I looked at the world.

The feminists I admired argued that the abolition of all prevailing
systems of violence was crucial to any feminist future. They called for a
revolution in the way we think about ourselves and others. Their critiques
of the state, capitalism, the family, white supremacy, sex and education



encouraged in me a rejection of what was expected. They provided a place
to say the unsayable. bell hooks writes about how she came to theory
‘desperate, wanting to comprehend – to grasp what was happening around
and within me’.1 The same can be said for many young women who come
to theory to be given a blueprint for a better world; who come to theory
looking for a way to be changed.

I knew I had to choose what kind of feminism would form the basis of
my understanding. My experiences had taught me that nothing should be
taken for granted; there was no coherence or consensus on accepted
principles in the feminist movement. If anything, it was defined by
conflict. The decision to practice a radical feminism was crucial because I
became aware of how it separated those wanting to create a new vision for
the world from those merely wanting to climb the rungs of power.

Who’s the boss?

There is a divide playing out in the mainstream. The emergence of neo-
liberal feminism or ‘boss girl feminism’, driving many contemporary
discussions, clashes with a radical and critical vision of feminism. Broadly
speaking, neo-liberalism refers to the imposition of cultural and economic
policies and practices by NGOs and governments in the last three to four
decades that have resulted in the extraction and redistribution of public
resources from the working class upwards, decimated infrastructures of
social care through austerity measures, privatised the welfare state and
individualised the ways we relate to one another. The neo-liberal model of
feminism argues that ‘inequality’ is a state that can be overcome in
corporate environments without overhauling the system, centralises the
individual and their personal choices, misguidedly imagines that the state
can grant liberation, seeks above all to protect the free market and fails to
question the connection between capitalism, race and gendered oppression.
This model of feminist thought is most appealing to those who have a
limited knowledge of radical history and the gains fought and won by
activists who dared to demand what was once deemed impossible. The



consumerist promise of success that neo-liberal feminism offers is hollow,
because it is a superficial promise made only to those who can access it.

White feminist neo-liberal politics focuses on the self as vehicle for
self-improvement and personal gain at the expense of others. We are
instructed by corporate talking heads to ‘lean in’ into a capitalist society
where power equals financial gain. This model works best for wealthy
white women, who are able to replace men in a capital structure. Liberal
feminism’s obsession with getting women ‘to the top’ masks a desire to
ensure that the current system and its violent consequences remain intact.
It invisibilises the women of colour, low paid workers and migrant women
who must suffer so that others may ‘succeed.’ It makes their exploitation a
natural part of other women’s achievements. In this approach there is no
challenge to hegemony, only acquiescence. The boardroom has become a
figurative battleground upon which many stake their feminist aspirations.
If we are to challenge this, we must ask ‘what about the fate of the low
paid women who clean the boardrooms?’ and ‘what makes their labour so
easily expendable?’ A feminism that seeks power instead of questioning it
does not care about justice. The decision to reject this way of thinking is
also a decision to reject easy solutions. We all have to ask ourselves at
some point, who will I be and what will I do? What can my politics help
me articulate? What violence will it expose?

All of these questions are crucial to every young feminist because by
choosing a feminist politics that is critical, you are making a commitment
to a world that has not yet been built. A world other people will tell you
that you are foolish to believe in. The decision to shun a simplistic,
consumerist and neo-liberal feminism will shake your understandings of
the principles that underpin feminist thinking. Refusing neo-liberalism
will open you up to a world where ‘feminist’ means much more than
‘woman’ or ‘equality.’ Making these connections is crucial to any
revolutionary work because it means that nobody is left behind, nobody’s
exploitation goes unseen. It asks us to practice radical compassion, to
refuse to ignore the pain of others. It demands that we see how tackling
seemingly unrelated phenomena like prison expansion, the rise of fascism,
neocolonialism and climate crisis must also become our priorities.



The task

‘Feminist work is justice work.’ When I heard this phrase at a university
event, something changed. It came to define how I think about feminism
and its goals. The phrase stuck with me because it was different to what I
saw in the mainstream. ‘Feminist work is justice work’ proposes that
feminism has a purpose beyond just highlighting the ways women are
‘discriminated’ against. It taught me that feminism’s task is to remedy the
consequences of gendered oppression through organising and by proposing
new ways to think about our potential as human beings. For me, ‘justice
work’ involves reimagining the world we live in and working towards a
liberated future for all. But how do we begin to reimagine? We refuse to
remain silent about how our lives are limited by heterosexist, racist,
capitalist patriarchy. We invest in a political education that seeks above
all, to make injustice impossible to ignore. We ensure that nobody is
allowed to suffer in silence, that no one’s pain goes unseen.

Feminism has re-entered the public imagination in a big way. Where
the word was once taboo, young people are being exposed to it now more
than ever. We have to ask whether its rebellious roots are still at the core
of our understanding. Has feminism lost its radical implications?

Chimamanda Ngozi Adiche’s Ted Talk popularised by Beyonce in 2013
was not only a cultural moment, but a good example of how feminism has
been packaged and resold to a younger audience. T-shirts and tote bags
abound. The feminism on sale was stripped of a structural analysis and
instead became solely about behaviours, attitudes and ‘teaching’ men to be
better. This opened the floodgates. Debates about which celebrities
identify as ‘feminist’ took centre stage in magazines, interviews and press
junkets. While critiquing this trend is a necessity, it is also important to
remember that, when used strategically, public narrative and mainstream
discussions can be a useful tool to make oppression visible and give
people the strategies to combat it. Cultural conversations about feminism
have a purpose; they can do the work of bringing the problem to attention.
Artistic creations provide an avenue for reflection on the dynamics that



govern our lives. They bolster what Gramsci called ‘optimism of the will,’
having the courage to believe that a more dignified world is possible,
reinvigorating movements that have lost their energy. Pop culture and
mainstream narratives can democratise feminist theory, remove it from the
realm of the academic and shine a light on important grassroots struggle,
reminding us that feminism belongs to no one.

We all begin somewhere. A feminist understanding is not inherent; it is
something that must be crafted. Theory does not only mean reading dense
academic texts. Theory can be lived, held, shared. It is a breathing,
changeable thing that can be infused in many political and artistic forms.
Learning requires the patience and empathy of those around you and an
investment in the importance of radical education. This radical education
comes in many forms. When feminism enters the mainstream, it does not
automatically lose its meaning or its appeal. What matters is the way it is
discussed and whether or not that discussion challenges or affirms the
status quo. How often have the articles about feminism in mainstream
publications inspired revolt? We have to ask what comes next after
identifying the problem. As a starting point, can we move mainstream
conversations about period poverty beyond the clutches of feminine
hygiene companies and towards the fundamental idea that we cannot
tackle this problem without ending austerity? Can we link the public
disclosures of trauma facilitated by #MeToo to the fact that many victims
and survivors cannot leave violent situations because of the lack of
available social housing or domestic violence provisions? Can we use
intersectionality as it was intended, a meaningful framework that exposes
a matrix of domination, and seeks to improve vital women’s services, and
not a vehicle for a laundry list of our identities?

Feminist visions

Feminism provokes a kind of feeling, a reaction, repulsion in the eyes of
its detractors, and rightfully so. There are men who have built their careers
on deriding us, media outlets that gleefully malign the seriousness of the
task at hand. In 2018, Sp!ked Magazine ran two articles with the following



headlines: ‘No, women aren’t at risk from men’2 and ‘Not everything is a
feminist issue’3 A great deal of recruitment of young men into fascism and
Incel communities relies heavily on disproving or finding the logical
‘flaws’ in feminist ideology. ‘Feminism is cancer’ is a common slogan.
Feminism is a threat. It is also a call to action. ‘How should we think
about the world?’ remains one of the most important, frustrating, joyful
questions to answer because it requires a recognition that our lives, our
fate, our successes and disappointments are all connected. When we do
feminist work, we are doing the kind of work that changes the world for
everybody. It is important to feel free but it is more important to make
sure we get free – socially, politically, economically, artistically. Here we
see why the decisions we make early on about what kind of feminists we
will be are so important; it is vital to correct the misinformation about
what it means to be a feminist in theory and in practice.

Imagine this: A world where the quality of your life is not determined
by how much money you have. You do not have to sell your labour to
survive. Labour is not tied to capitalism, profit or wage. Borders do not
exist; we are free to move without consequence. The nuclear family does
not exist; children are raised collectively; reproduction takes on new
meanings. In this world, the way we carry out dull domestic labour is
transformed and nobody is forced to rely on their partner economically to
survive. The principles of transformative justice are used to rectify harm.
Critical and comprehensive sex education exists for all from an early age.
We are liberated from the gender binary’s strangling grip and the demands
it places on our bodies. Sex work does not exist because work does not
exist. Education and transport are free, from cradle to grave. We are forced
to reckon with and rectify histories of imperialism, colonial exploitation,
and warfare collectively. We have freedom to, not just freedom from.
Specialist mental health services and community care are integral to our
societies. There is no ‘state’ as we know it; nobody dies in ‘suspicious
circumstances’ at its hands; no person has to navigate sexism, racism,
disabilism or homophobia to survive. Detention centres do not exist.
Prisons do not exist, nor do the police. The military and their weapons are
disbanded across nations. Resources are reorganised to adequately address



climate catastrophe. No person is without a home or loving community.
We love one another, without possession or exploitation or extraction. We
all have enough to eat well due to redistribution of wealth and resource.
We all have the means and the environment to make art, if we so wish. All
cultural gatekeepers are destroyed.

Now imagine this vision not as utopian, but as something well within
our reach.

The vision I have presented has its limitations. There are gaps,
contradictions and things that have been omitted. But without the capacity
to imagine in this way, feminism is purposeless. Let us fight over a vision
because our demands must spring from somewhere. This is the task
handed down to us and we must approach it with the urgency it demands.
We must rise to the challenge with a revolutionary and collective sense of
determination; knowing that if we do not see this world, someone else
will.

________
1 bell hooks, ‘Theory as Liberatory Practice,’ in Teaching to Transgress: Education as the
Practice of Freedom (New York: Routledge, 1994), pp. 59–75.
2www.spiked-online.com/2018/08/02/no-women-arent-at-risk-from-men/ (last accessed
11/2018).
3www.spiked-online.com/2018/07/25/not-everything-is-a-feminist-issue/ (last accessed 11/2018).



We the women of the YPJ, the women’s self-defence militias, salute
all the women fighters of Latin America. We want these women to
know that we are not just taking up a military struggle against ISIS
but that also one of the main goals of our struggle is to create a new
society where women are free. We want to express our support for the
right of all women to free, safe, and legal abortion. As Kurdish
women, we are closely following your struggle. Not one more woman
dead due to a back-alley abortion! ¡Jin Jian Azadi! – Women, life and
freedom! – YPJ, Women’s Protection Units

 (Freedom, peace, justice . . . the
revolution is the choice of the people) – Sudanese Revolution Chant

We climb the mountain in our ways, towards the same summit. As we
continue in our respective ways to resist the Hong Kong Police Force,
the summit of our imagining may well emerge the form of a new, anti-
carceral collective – Jun Pang

Solidarity has always been at the heart of feminist practice. Ideas of
‘global sisterhood’ rose to prominence in the late twentieth century, its
advocates called for the need to view women’s liberation across borders
and continents. Although this relied on the flawed concept of a ‘universal
patriarchy’, it opened up space to consider the power of refusing to remain
divided by something as arbitrary as geographical location. What has



always underpinned radical feminist movements is the global nature of
their demands and their ability to understand the interlocking nature of
structures of oppression. Perhaps one of the most galvanising instances of
international solidarity in recent history was inspired by the arrest and
detainment of the black political revolutionary Angela Davis, falsely
charged in connection with the murder of Judge Harold Haley in 1970.
Feminist groups from across the world called for her release through
letters, statements and acts of solidarity. These groups included: The
National Union of Mexican Women, The Angolan Women’s Committee,
Somali women in Mogadishu, The Egyptian Women’s Committee and
Guyana’s Women’s Progressive Organisation. In this instance, the feminist
collectives that practiced transformational politics understood what was
lost when movements isolated themselves and made demands only within
the boundaries of nation states.

Solidarity breaks down the concept of the nation or the idea that the
world and the many countries it contains are not linked by present and
historical networks of exploitation, colonial rule and military alliances.
The work of knowing what is happening in the complex puzzle that is the
world, means acknowledging the struggles that occur parallel and adjacent
to our own. Often, the demands feminists make in their respective
countries are the same. In Ireland, STRIKE4REPEAL, a grassroots
feminist coalition that called for women to wear black and go on strike if
the Irish government continued to delay a referendum were inspired by the
Black Protests that took place in Poland on 3 October 2016. Movements
have always been attuned to one another, and in a climate where fascists
are gaining ground because of strong links across the globe, it is crucial
that feminists across the world do the same.

Solidarity is hard to define. In the simplest terms, it can range from:
working across difference, standing together in the face of shared
oppression and standing alongside those with whom you do not share a
common experience of the world. It’s a slippery concept, it moves about, it
unites and divides the movements we are part of. A feminist definition
might understand solidarity as a strategic coalition of individuals who are
invested in a collective vision for the future. At the core of solidarity is



mutual aid: the idea that we give our platforms, resources, legitimacy,
voices, skills to one another to try and defeat oppressive conditions. We
give and we take from one another, we become accomplices and saboteurs
and disrupters on each other’s behalf. Solidarity has multiple dimensions:
the symbolic, the practical, the aesthetic. Symbolically, it is represented in
the protest image or the song or the poem or the speaker that tries to direct
energy and attention away from themselves and onto someone or
something else. Practically, it means sharing strategies – seeing how
tactics that were successful in one context, might work in another.
Aesthetically, the beauty that arises from instances of solidarity evokes
emotive responses that make us feel like it is possible to change the world
as we know it.

In 2019, the Mwasi Collectif, a radical French Afro-feminist collective
organised the Nyansapo Festival, a festival of European black feminist
thinkers, scholars and activists who came together to consolidate their
links, share thoughts, feelings, ideas and tactics through a planned series
of workshops, training and panel events. Actions like these demonstrate
the necessity of working across borders and recognising a common ground
from which to launch campaigns and demands.

What solidarity offers to feminist movements at the most basic level is
more bodies to do the work. The work of raising awareness, of building
consciousness, of petitioning, striking, blocking roads, bridges, towns, the
work of shutting down hostile governments. More people engaged in
struggle means the practical work of resistance might be achieved with
new speed, new vigour or at the very least, a renewed energy. Solidarity
refuses a narrow worldview and invites us to link our visions for the future
to one another. It is also an affective experience: often it means bearing
witness to the violence that takes place across the world and marking it
where you are. In London 2019, members of the Sudanese Diaspora
marked the violence and bloodshed of the ongoing revolution with vigils,
including political readings, poetry and songs outside the European
Commission. Solidarity can also be a site of healing, of naming your own
complicity and refusing to remain silent.



There’s no local without a global. There is no better answer to combat a
fractured society obsessed with individualism than a politics that connects
the dots. When we show solidarity to one another, we are demonstrating
that we recognise that politics happens everywhere, at every level, in every
region of the world. We break open the idea that feminism has a
continental origin point; to recognise each other in struggle is to say, I see
you, I understand that you have agency and because I cannot stand
alongside you, I wish to bolster you from where I am. Solidarity, in an
internationalist context, requires an emergent political practice. This
means the ability to remain flexible in our responses and solutions; to
listen to those on the ground and to redistribute resources.

When Carola Rackete, a German ship captain of the migrant NGO
rescue ship Sea-Watch 3, rescued 43 migrants off the coast of Libya and
defied Italian authorities to bring them into the Mediterranean Island of
Lampedusa, she defied state orders and risked arrest to do so. Recognising
that human life is more precious than the bureaucratic systems of power
that are premised on its extinction is solidarity in action. Similarly, groups
like Women on Waves, a Dutch non-profit organisation that sails boats to
the coast of countries with the most restrictive abortion restrictions, picks
up women and navigates them to international waters to provide free
abortion pills and abortion support demonstrate that solidarity is an active,
courageous principle. ‘The fact that women need to leave the state
sovereignty to retain their own sovereignty – it makes clear states are
deliberately stopping women from accessing their human right to health,’1

Leticia Zenevich told the Huffington Post. Anna Campbell, a 26-year-old
woman from Bristol, was among seven British people who died
volunteering for the YPJ, a group fighting ISIS based in Rojava in March
2018. She died after Turkish missiles struck her position, as she helped to
evacuate citizens in Afrin. Solidarity requires us to risk something (our
lives, citizenship, freedom) in order to support others; to put our
theoretical principles to the test.

No bounds



Neha Shah, an anti-racist organiser tells me that her understanding of
solidarity is informed by the knowledge that oppressive projects know no
bounds and so, neither must our resistance:

Solidarity has to come from understanding, and understanding comes
from listening to those who are in a position to know what they’re
talking about. The toxic effects of the colonial control of Palestinian
land disproportionately harm women. Feminist solidarity in the
Palestinian context has to start with listening to Palestinian women –
for instance, with joining their call to organise against Donald
Trump’s so-called ‘Deal of the Century’ that seeks to disappear the
Palestinian people and dismantle their collective rights, or heeding
their call to campaign for boycotts, divestment and sanctions (BDS)
against Israel.

For her, solidarity requires us to think beyond the nation:

There’s a simple reason to think transnationally as feminists – if we
don’t, we give up one of our greatest strengths. The struggle for
freedom is too difficult to embark on alone, and we share that struggle
with women all over the world. Furthermore, feminism has to be
transnational because patriarchy is transnational; we can’t understand
and resist the oppression of women as a group if we allow our analysis
to stop at borders.

Solidarity can also help us think about the future. Elif Gun, active in the
Kurdish women’s movement, tells me that imagining a liberated future is
closely linked to our ability to recognise each other in struggle:

A feminist future in my perspective is a struggle, because I honestly
believe that without struggle and resistance life is not as beautiful,
and I take this from Sakine Cansiz, one of the great minds behind the
Kurdish women’s movement. Without armed women, without women
resisting always and continuously against the system, a feminist



future is quite impossible, and a feminist future for me is only
something we can achieve through active and collective resistance.

Looking outwards challenges the idea that politics revolves around the
West and the people who live in it. While the power dynamics that
underpin the organisation of the world often remain firmly in place
because of the complicity of governments, something we must sit with and
turn over in our heads, transnational solidarity offers us something. It
offers us the ability to imagine that the world could be organised in a
different way: it denaturalises the existence of borders, nations and states.
To work in the spirit of common interest and mutual aid models the kind
of world feminists are striving for: one that recognises that we would like
to live as a collective rather than as individuals siphoned off into units.
Call these units what you like: countries, continents, hemispheres or
families. When we consider that nation states as we know them are
relatively new inventions, we are reminded that our histories have always
involved one another. Solidarity is a doing word – it offers us no blueprint
or blindly optimistic visions for the future. It does not require us to always
like each other or to erase the harm that might occur in our interpersonal
interactions.

If solidarity can help us to find comfort in one another, it can also turn
us into each other’s worst nightmares. There are countless examples of the
way that practices of solidarity have reduced the geopolitics of entire
regions and continents for easy consumption. When Boko Haram
kidnapped 276 girls from a secondary school in Chibok, Borno State,
Nigeria in 2014, NGOs and public figures were quick to insert themselves
into the narrative in an act of solidarity. ‘Bring Back Our Girls’ was the
liberal slogan that travelled across the world, in hashtags and photo
campaigns, with everyone from Michelle Obama to the Pope taking part.
This act was intended as a signifier of the global concern for the girls’
welfare, but everything from the nature of the campaign, to the wording of
the infamous slogan revealed a reproduction of Western hegemony. ‘Bring
back our Girls’: that our betrayed an understanding of the complexities of
the situation at hand.



As of 2019, there are still girls that have yet to be freed. Perhaps the
most pertinent question is, what happens to feminist solidarity beyond the
symbolic slogan? It starts with recognising how gender is utilised by
terrorist organisations for shock value. Undoing the symbol of the
vulnerable girl and instead examining what keeps her vulnerable, what
locks her in poverty, what makes her an easy target for terror might be
solidarity in action. Understanding the complex set of relations that cause
a political crisis before we proclaim ownership of its victims goes some
way in refusing to reduce acts of solidarity to a mere ‘coming together
against evil’ or ‘standing together in the face of hate.’

In 1982, Hazel Carby argued, ‘of white feminists we must ask, what
exactly do you mean when you say “we”?’ When practiced haphazardly,
solidarity throws up the ugliest parts of our feminist movements: exposing
the racial and class dominations that plague us. The women’s marches that
took place in the UK and US in 2018 were prime examples of why
solidarity alone cannot bolster our movements unless it is underpinned by
a serious and earnest engagement with the different conditions we are
forced to live under. The marches were littered with biologically
essentialist rhetoric, racist deification of black feminist figures, a lack of
intersectional analysis and incoherence on the rights of sex workers.
Mainstream responses to political crisis often ignore and actively silence
dissenting voices for the sake of the urgency of the political moment.
Those on the outskirts of womanhood and the boundaries of flaccid, liberal
politics have always been cast as the disrupters of political harmony. They
introduce mess where an otherwise simple narrative might have been
triumphant; they complicate that which should be easy. But feminism does
not promise us easy answers. It promises us the hard work of seeing each
other for all we are: including our faults, oversights and the ways we fail
one another. In mainstream feminism, whiteness is central to that failure.
When these oversights are addressed, solidarity is impeded by
defensiveness and a refusal to recognise that women can be perpetrators of
structural violence too. The terminology we use can also be a shield for
other kinds of solidarities, obscuring for example, how ‘women of colour’



may enact anti-black coalitions that increase proximity to whiteness and
reinforce hierarchies of being.

Womanhood, the central pillar under which we gather to make our
demands, is not real. It is only a vantage point that we use strategically to
lessen the brutality we experience. Lessening that brutality requires us not
to be so preoccupied with harming one another that we forget who our
enemies are. Once free, we might be free to hate each other, to deride
solidarity, to argue that it does not work. But as long as we live under the
conditions that we do, solidarity is one of the most important political
tools we can use to maximise our success and make demands that cut
across the structural barriers that seek to individualise our experiences.
Individuals are right to be sceptical of the clumsy mobilisation of
solidarity and attuned to its many failings. Perhaps a hopeful pessimism is
our best chance – we organise across difference not because it solves our
problems, but because the visions we seek to enact must be able to account
for everyone. We are too involved in one another’s lives, for better or
worse. Chandra Mohanty argued ‘the practice of solidarity foregrounds
communities of people who have chosen to work and fight together.’ She
cites Jodi Dean, who argues that ‘reflective solidarity’ is crafted by an
interaction involving three persons: ‘I ask you to stand by me over me and
against a third.’2 Solidarity is a belief in one another that should be
extended and rescinded accordingly. At the very least, it helps sharpen our
focus on that third, who threatens our attempts to build a feminist future.

________
1www.huffingtonpost.in/entry/women-on-waves-abortion-boat_n_590b8338e4b0d5d9049a857c
(last accessed 07/2019).
2 Chandra Mohanty, Feminism Without Borders: Decolonizing Theory, Practicising Solidarity
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2003).











HUMANIMAL 1

BLUE SKY FICTION FOR A FUTURE CHILD.



Balled up, her shaven head and spine visible through her skin, the wolfgirl
was a singular presence, almost butter-yellow against the granular fabric
of the Kodak paper. When she died, it was Easter, the hot dry month before
monsoon. Bowing to custom, the priest covered her face with marigolds,
soaked the stems with olive oil then lit a match.

Behind the graveyard was a church, intensely white in the pale pink day.

Behind the church was the jungle.

At the edge of the jungle was a seam, a dense shedding of light green
ribbons of bark. A place where things previously separate moved together
in a wet pivot. I stood and walked towards it in a dream.

Her eyes were grim, intensely clarified against her charred skin, as she
looked up. Above her, the trees were dense with a dark green fruit I could
not identify. In the minutes before capture, the girl reached up, her arms
criss-crossing rapidly beneath the bleached, low-hanging vines of the
perimeter. She was wearing a white cotton dress shredded at the sleeve and
hem.

When I developed the film in New Delhi, the x-ray of a marine skeleton
was superimposed upon her left arm. Her elbow as thick as a knot. I said it
was cartilage—the body incubating a curved space, an animal self. Instead
of hands, she had four streaks of light. An imprimatur, she saw me and
flinched.



HUMANIMAL 2

A MATRIX OF FLUID DIGITS. IMAGES OF

CHILDREN IN THE UNDER-WORLD.

AN ALPHABET TO O, A KIND OF MOUTH.



1. The humanimal sky is copper like lids. Retrograde stars litter this
intimate metallic curve above the jungle. Can you see it?

A. All the branches stir in their silver. Like a liquid metal—the
jungle. For her, the girl—tentacular. Does the skin crêpe, where
her fingers are too wet, trailing in the river? This is what a child
does, as in fairytales. This is walking. I want to. All branches
fear life. It pushes and pushes: life. Out to the tips where the
color is. Does this happen in Asian forests? Does this tree say
yes, damaged by its yes, to phloem—the food to the lips? Of the
branches where the leaves are and thus a leaf girl—leaping from
branch to branch in her dream of being a girl and not this, this
other disastrous thing?

2. Like automata, the trees rise up in rows, mechanically. Because it’s
January, we don’t see scat or paw marks or tufts of blue hair caught in the
low-lying branches. This is tracking but the wolves—wild black dogs with
elongated torsos—are deeper in. The District Forest Officer lifts a
luminous skin from a termite mound with the snout of his rifle and holds it
up to show me. When I reach out to gather another section of the skin, he
stops my hand with his. When I ask if snakes are active at this time of
year, he says: “Oh no, no, madam, the Indian anaconda is not a problem at
this time of year. Not at all. No problem!” Nevertheless, we return in short
order to the jeep with footage, only, of a rudimentary perimeter in which
giant insects have constructed conical temples from the moist, ochre earth
beneath the trees. I want to stay, but the film-makers are stubbing out their
cigarettes in the dirt. I didn’t know the jungle would be red.



B. I want to stand up but I can’t do that here. They would know I
am a wolf by my sore hips, the look in my eyes. At the edge of
the garden was a line of blue chalk. My mother was crouching
there, waiting for me in her dark coat. In the dream, I walk
towards her and she stands up. She opens up her coat like two
wings and I step into her cloth heart, her cleft of matted fur.

3. The girl, I cannot retrieve even one foot from her small leg. A tendon. A
nail. One eye. I saw her grave in a city where the edge had been. In your
city, or where you grew up, was there an overgrown scrubland? Was there a
tree? Imagine a dark tree, like a lemon tree, its fruit still green, studded
with parrots. The edge of sal: lemon and banana plantings intermixed with
the regular blue. It is blue leaves at night and brown, yellow or doubly
green by day. But it was day. But blue. I put my hand on her grave and
waited, until I could feel the rhythm, faintly, of breathing. Of a cardiac
output.

c. Mist rose in cubes. With hard fingers, they tore strips from my
spine. All blonde-black fur. All hair from a previous life.

4. Feral children are fatty, complex, and rigid. When you captured the two
children, you had to brush the knots out of their hair then scrape the comb
free of hard butter. Descent and serration. No. I don’t want to ask primal
questions.

5. Kamala slips over the garden wall with her sister and runs, on all fours,
towards the complex horizon between Midnapure and its surrounding belt
of sal. The humanimal mode is one of pure anxiety attached to the
presence of the body. Two panicked children strain against the gelatin
envelope of the township, producing, through distension, a frightening
shape. The animals see an opaque, milky membrane bulging with life and
retreat, as you would, to the inner world. I am speaking for you in January.
It is raining. Amniotic, compelled to emerge, the girls are nevertheless
reabsorbed. I imagine them back in their cots illuminated by kerosene
lanterns. I illuminate them in the colony—the cluster of residences,
including the Home—around St. John’s. No. Though I’ve been there, it’s



impossible for me to visualize retrieval. Chronologies only record the bad
days, the attempted escapes.

D. I was almost to the gate. I was almost to the gate when a hand
reached out and pulled me backwards by my hair, opening my
mouth to an O. The next day, I woke up with a raw throat. The
cook gave me salt in warm water. I waited until she was gone
and then I bit it. I bit my own arm and ate it. Here is my belly,
frosted with meat. Here are my eyes, bobbling in a tin.

6. It’s Palm Sunday and Kamala, with the other orphans in a dark, glittery
crocodile, walks from Home to church. Her two arms extend stiffly from
her body to train them, to extend. Unbound, her elbows and wrists would
flex then supinate like two peeled claws. Wrapped, she is a swerve, a
crooked yet regulated mark. This is corrective therapy; the fascia
hardening over a lifetime then split in order to re-set it, educate the nerves.

E. The cook fed us meats of many kinds. I joined my belly to the
belly of the next girl. It was pink and we opened our beaks for
meat. It was wet and we licked the dictionary off each other’s
faces.

7. Is this the humanimal question? No, it’s a disc, transferring light from
corner to corner of the girl’s eye. Like an animal tapetum. The way at
night an animal. Animal eyes, glinting, in the room where he kept her, his
girl, deep in the Home.

8.i. Where is the future child? Curled up with wolves, sub-red, the
wolfgirl’s eyes reflected light. She was seven when her Father found her,
coiled in a den. A tall, extremely handsome Father, sidetracked from his
Mission —dressed in black despite the heat—caught her in a bed-sheet,
and wrote: “I cut a hole and removed her from the cave.”

8.ii. Your scars lit up then liquefied. Lucidly, holographically, your heart
pulsed in the air next to your body; then my eyes clicked the photo into
place. Future child, in the time you lived in, your arms always itched and



flaked. To write this, the memoir of your body, I slip my arms into the
sleeves of your shirt. I slip my arms into yours, to become four-limbed.

9. In Midnapure, in a back room, a jute bed is converted to a low cot.
Strapped in, the wolfgirl turns her face from the window. Does the Home
have windows? It’s 1921, mid-November, and I can’t find her sometimes,
on the other side of everything. Stresses of light—I don’t know how to
change them, these amounts. This is absurd. I write on a piece of paper all
morning, then fold it in two.

10.i. This is the humanimal project. All the fingers are still inside the
hands. A mother-to-be’s hips ache. In the forest behind her hut, the birds
are so red, the wrong red, against the bed of green. A forest is a bed for
animals. When the rains come each June, these animals make nets in the
upper branches, suffering nightly, twitching, from an incomplete, lunar
darkness. It’s the time before electricity. Those are not birds. They are
wolves, switching their glossy brown tails in the heat. As custom dictates,
the woman gives birth, then places her newborn girl on a shawl beneath a
tree, massages her with coconut oil, and leaves her there to sun. Lit up like
that, the baby is vulnerable, naked thus flesh-like, fleshed like prey, but
flailing—four legs in the air like pink, elongated stars.

10.ii. I am not interested in animals. Return to the work as memory. Say it
is a wolf becoming a girl, the action in reverse.

10.iii. They strapped her down to the limited table where a knife spun in a
jar of blue water. There were marigolds and red thread sewn into the white
cotton curtains. Oranges lined up on the sill. Like a spell. Like an angel,
the priest fed Kamala from a coil of linen, squeezing water into her open
mouth. She spat it out and so the doctor came with his packet of edges.
Dipped one into the glutinous foam and began. Her arms first. The thick
dorsal hair, ashy. Her legs first and then her skull.

11. The air is pink by seven and there is Naxalite graffiti on the tree trunks
of the stupid jungle. These are sal trees in West Bengal. A girl facing sal,
1920; it’s still Orissa. These are notes for a separate project. But I’m here
and I’m trying to see it, eighty-four years later: the humanimal trait. How
she, through a density I can’t manage but overlaid by a separate forest. I



can’t manage her forest and say it is sal, but a century on the sal is
regulated.

12.i. How she moved, through sal. But these new trees are new, too young
to be hers. The de-forest. The way land is always settled, gives up and then
there are mercies. A planting. People—Britishers, then Hindi speakers
from the north—swerving sal with their agricultural systems. In this third
space, the trees make a sort of heart, a red space filtered loosely—pink
light—to the rim. Gleaners—nomads, from Bhutan and present-day Orissa
—are pushed back each year into the darker, more rigid sections of the
jungle. Behind the film-makers, I walk through alternating bars of sunlight
and shadow, luxuriating, nowhere. Footsteps. The police escort assigned to
our party, panting, says: “Madam! Please tell them, they are not
understanding. Are you Indian? Please talk to them on this point. The
tribals have started up again. They know you are here, with your film
equipment and all this. Madam, are you France? Are you American? I
think you are born in a different country. Am I not right?”

12.ii. Walking through a jungle lit by blue paper. When they filmed the
jungle they made pockets of soft blue light. “Walk more slowly, like
you’re thinking. Again! One more time. Yes! Now … very naturally, very
casually, look left, into the trees, as if you’re looking for wolves.”

13. But how she went into her garden, an indivisible red, and was not seen
by her mother when a passing wolf picked her up in her quick beak. The
mouth of the wolf was the sharp pink O that covered her and kept her still
as they— the girl and her new, animal mother—crossed into the green.
Nearer to the sal, I can see the tree trunks are redorange, dusty, and that the
lines they make are clear. I walk for hours between the rows as she did not.
This is a different place and I want to know what happened, to the trees.

F. The cook scraped vernix or matte and saw a shape beneath the
fats, suitable for reaching. “Your arm.” “Your hand.” “Your left.”
And sliced them free of the wild animal.

14.a. The earth is red and shiny on this January night. I have wandered
away from a shot. I crouch down next to the man, who is barefoot, trousers



rolled up to the knee, navy blue nylon windbreaker zipped to the chin. He
is kneading a baby-sized loaf of red clay, scooping water from a bucket
with his cupped hand, by candle-light. In rudimentary Bengali, I ask him
what he’s doing. He’s curt: “Dushu.” “What is it for?” “The river.” The
documentary translator, a Calcutta native and film student from Paris, R.,
has followed me to tell me they’re ready. I ask her to ask what dushu is. In
a monotone, clearly tired from the late shoot, she translates: “Sarasvati.
She is our mother and we give her back to her mother. The river is our
mother. I take her to the river.”

14.b. In the morning, I go back to the village and see a tiny army of
goddesses, some sun-baked, some still wet and some painted, delicately,
with necklaces of white and red







dots. Some of the heads are separate to the torsos and when I come upon
him, the sculptor has one of these heads in his left hand. With his chin, he
gestures to another head and to the leaf, like a bowl, with a white paste in
it. “Really?” He shakes his head in a figure of eight, and I set to work
massaging the paste into the faces then putting them aside to dry.

15. Coming over a ridge, Joseph saw two pale animals, their heads hanging
down and thick with brown dreadlocks. They were drinking from a river
with a pack of wolves. A twig snapped underfoot as Joseph strained to
look but at that moment, the animals fled, in one sharp curve, back into the
green. At night, the animals came once again to drink. In his hide, Joseph
shivered. He could not see them clearly but he knew they were there. In
the moonlight, the wolves and their companions were whitish, with eyes
that shone when they turned towards him, mildly, reflexively. Blue.

G. Wet, wet, green, green. I mix with them and prosper. Sticky
then my mother licks me clean. The nest is brown. Best is brown
next to yellow. Best is blue then brown. Best yellow. Where will
the sun go when it is finished? I ask my mother. I put my lips
against her skin and drink. Her milk is white and then the sun
goes in the ground. Because my mother does, she does so every
night. We watch her disappear and then we disappear. Blue as
blue then brown then green then black.

16.i. In the bedroom, he tried to feed her with a copper spoon, a
mineralized utensil to replenish her blood. He made her eat, watching the
pink food—a kind of semolina pudding mixed with jam—pool in her
mouth. Her mouth was an O and with his fingers he tried to press her gums
and teeth together. “Eat.” In the time I am writing of, villagers from the
settlement of Midnapure came regularly to the orphanage, lining up at the
gate to catch a glimpse of the two jungle children. For a few minutes a day,
Joseph’s wife, the Home’s Mother, let them in and they swarmed to the
room where the youngest girl was failing. They watched her fade and jerk
in her cot, the spittle coming down over her chin. From these stories, I



constructed an image of the dying girl as larval; perennially white, damp
and fluttering in the darkness of the room.

16.ii. “She was buried in the churchyard of St. John’s Church, Midnapure,
on the twenty-first of September, 1921. Her death certificate ran as
follows: This is to certify that Amala (wolf-child), a girl of the Rev.
Singh’s Orphanage, died of nephritis on September 21, 1921. She was
under my treatment. September 21, 1921. sd/-s.p. Sabadhicari. Indian
Medical Service.” —Joseph Singh.

16.iii. In Midnapure, I met the grandson of Dr. Sabadhicari. As the film-
makers asked him to describe the stories his grandfather had told him, I
sketched, in my notebook, the emerald green, rusted spiral staircase
partially illuminated in the dark hallway behind him. Suspicious of our
cameras, Dr. Sabadhicari retold the tale his grandfather had told him, of
the two feral children, from the front step of his door. “What is this for?
Are you American?”

17. I substitute images for events, my humanimal prerogative. Thus, here
are the legs, wrapped in cotton wool to prevent them from breaking; for
the shocks absorbed in transport, in the act of getting here at all.

18. A doctor came from Midnapure with a vial of herbal medicine and a
knife. Wizardly, grandmother-like, he stuck out his chest and stomach and
said: “Where are they?” The girls. The doctor strung a knife above the cot
where one girl lay on the white sheet. Her face was wet. The cook soaked
the water up with a square of cotton and the Father backed out of the room.
In the garden, the sky hung down in violet sections like a torn net and the
Father stood there, beneath it, calling out to the angels in their dominion.
When the youngest girl died, the doctor came out into the garden and sank
into a wicker chair. It was a chair from Nepal, the edge of the region. The
Mother brought the doctor a plate of buttered chicken and chilies, which
he ate quickly and sloppily, like a dog.

19.i. A light blue rain fell in intervals upon the upturned faces of wolves.

19.ii. Each feral moment is valuable. Magically, the legs slip out of their
sockets deep in the hips. Milky photographs fell out of my skirt and I



crouched to collect them by the grave.

20. Translating her story from Punjabi, I wrote this: “When it started to
rain, the banyan tree outside the girl’s room, where she lay in a profound
coma, shook. Then the rain stopped and there was no wind but the tree was
still going hard, rattling. I heard something growling in the branches. A
small white snake was lying on the roots. The tree shook into the night and
at midnight, when it stopped, visitors from the nearby village were
allowed to see the girl. I went with my mother, a woman whiter than any
white person we know. She had brown-green eyes. My mother placed a gift
of oranges on the bed. There was an herbal doctor in the room and he took
one of the oranges and placed it on the girl’s belly. As soon as he did this,
blood began to trickle out of the girl’s belly-button and also from the
orange. A painting on the wall tilted of its own accord and we ran from the
house, screaming. By morning, the girl was dead.”

H. A white smoke fills the compound. Children gallop in the
garden of the Home. I want my mother. With one crack in the
stuff of her she was gone. But these are my hands. But the sun
burns my hands. Kill the sun.

21. Slow, wet orange sun and such a bright full moon over the jungle’s
horizon. Looking down from the lodge, there are long saffron scratches
where the sun has caught a mineral vein. Notes for film: “A girl emerges
from a darker space into the upper rooms of the jungle. Blurry
photographs/transitions of light.” How does this sentence go into animals?
Notes for an animal-human mix: “Reaching and touching were the
beginning actions.”

22. I wake up stiff, wrapped in a quilt, on the wicker chair. The sun is a
pale green disc in the white sky. I dreamed last night that I was crawling
on the floor with a circus acrobat from the 1940s. He was Chinese and his
eyes were ringed with black lead. As if in a trance, I left my seat in the
audience and danced with him. It was a dance based upon the movements
of a black panther and a white eagle. We crossed them. This was mating
deep inside the market. We danced until we were markets.



23. The humanimal conquest is a moonlit capture. The moonlight
illuminates the termite mound where the wolves have hollowed out an
underground cave with their beaks. Sub-red, animal wolves and human
wolves curl up with their mother, in sequence, to nurse. When the babies
fall asleep, the mother slips out into the jungle. As she crosses the blue
clearing, Joseph cocks his gun and aims, the culmination of weeks of
hunting. There is a dazzling break in the darkness.

24. The trees rise up in rows. A red disc shines through the thin curtain but
the trees look spiky through the nylon grid. I came here to write. Can
feeling grow here? In waves—a memory of the ocean bed it once was? An
animal flowers in the elements. It grows wings. A cat with wings alights
on the doorstep, as if to say, I’m off. I don’t need your food anymore.
These are notes for a separate project, in which the jungle is a “kind of
foreign language extracted from the maternal language, on the condition
that the sounds of phonemes remain similar.”

25.i. The film-makers have hired the local folkloric theater, a troupe
funded by the state’s Marxist council, to re-enact the capture of a girl by a
wolf. They don’t need me in this scene, so I lie down behind the
drummers, three elderly men pounding cotton-wrapped mallets on drums
as huge as them. I lie on the ground beneath the music. A lean, bearded
man in a wolf costume is holding a girl in his arms. R. sarcastically says:
“They want her to act as if she’s almost dead. And the wolf is carrying her
home to eat.” R. is smoking a Gauloise and as I watch, she throws it on the
dirt and grinds it down beneath her boot. Army boots, long black hair to
the waist, jeans, ridged yellow fingernails. I can tell she thinks this is
dumb. Indeed, later, back at the lodge, she says: “Do you mind?” Smoking,
she jabs the air with her cigarette, trailing ash over the azaleas: “I wish it
was just you and me. I want hazard. I want to travel everywhere in India.
Not just here. There is no CHANCE in this film.” But below us, in the
parking lot, the film-makers are packing their lamps into leather satchels
with hard backing. One of them looks up at us and waves. R. and I look at
each other and burst into giggles. A boy opens the door but we can’t stop
laughing. “Chai?” We take the tiny glasses of steaming ginger tea from
him and resume our exchange. When the boy comes back to get the



glasses, R. says: “What do you want? What are you looking at? Get out of
here, you damn bloody fool.”

25.ii. Of the sixteen children who were born, only seven—six boys and a
girl—survived into childhood proper. One of the boys pushed the girl off
the roof and then there were six. My father was the second oldest, and
though I am not sure if the image—my aunt Subudhra falling upside down
to her death, a kite’s slim rope still bound to her wrist and wrapped twice
around her knuckles—is relevant to the story I am telling, it accompanies
it. In the quick, black take of a body’s flight, a body’s eviction or sudden
loss of place, the memory of descent functions as a subliminal flash.

i. With nets and sheets, they made a canopy over my body, and I
curled up inside the air. With teeth and earth, they made a net
around my body, and I curled up inside my hair.

26.i. In the photograph, a girl climbs a tree, reaching out to grasp the tail
of a cat. I climbed that tree, disturbing a true sphere with its knotty
fingers, elongated thigh muscles, and blue eyes brightly lit even in a
darkened room. I wrote then stopped. What stopped my hand?

26.ii. The Reverend Joseph slipped an ankle-length black dress over his
head and his gun over that; the strap dug into his left shoulder as he
transgressed a wild space of gold, smashed grasses and transparent
mountains, to reach the caves. The cave was littered at its entrance with
bones. The porters gave him their coarse, white woolen shawls and he
threw them over their forms. Two girls. “I saw them first.” Flailing then
rigid then soft.

27. A woman left her daughters beneath a tree then tiptoed back to town. A
wolf woke up deep in the tree. A girl was a speck on the ground, so the
wolf picked her up in her hairy beak and flew off into the trees. When the
girl was found in a milky cave, they shot her mother the wolf and tore her
out of her hair. Then there was tea. Sugary tea with milk sucked from a
rag, and they bound her pelvis in cotton. There is a formal photograph that
survives in anthologies of this period: the wolfgirl seated, center front of a
row of orphans, at Joseph’s feet. The eyes of the good children do not



waver. When the photographer shouts from under his black cape—1, 2, 3
—our girl is the only one who looks up at a raven passing overhead,
shaking her head like a dog on a rope, to howl. “Owowwoow.” Joseph
kicks her hard, his face completely blank for the camera, but it is too late.
It is 1924. The photograph will be blurry. Two faces blossom from one thin
neck.

j. When she came for me, I was ready. Limp in her teeth, where
she had me by the scraw. From the threadless, dusty stretch
between my mother’s house and the edge of the world. Into a
channel the color of fevers, white, white, white then green. I saw
a white-pink face with ash in its forehead lines. It was a woman,
sitting in a tree. One big eye saw me then shut and we continued.
I saw a turtle flying from branch to branch, a white, hooded
snake in her yellow beak. I saw three thousand eyes switch on
and off. They saw me and I saw them. Nobody followed us but
when the Reverend found us, he wrote: “Remembering without
sound.” Then he put down his pen. To listen. “What a dog is.”
“Lop lop.” “Trees and dogs, which no one can change.”

28. Though I waited, there was no memory of a cross—the lifting up, loss
and going—that I was so interested in when I first began to think of her,
the feral child. In a white dress, like an insect, she waited with the others
for the meat. Biscuits. A bell.

K. I had a tail. I have a hymn. My frayed blue hymnal I left in the
box by my cot and the Father smacked my side with a wand. I
wore a skirt. I had a dress. A grey skirt with maroon cotton
stitching on the hem. But there was milk in my mouth and so I
drank it. With my mother, there in the curve of the cup. A red
cup and I drank it. When I wept, she licked me clean, wetting
down my hair with her tongue. No. It’s Friday. I must still be a
child.



29.i. Perimeter space transfuses moonlight. The trees filtrate it. Is it
filtration, or is it pre-history? Is it ambience? To cull the sal for export, the
British erased sections of the forest, then re-planted it like a Norfolk
copse, brutally. Linearity is brutal. Yet, now, the jungle is more luminous
and spacious than it would have been naturally. It’s early, about five a.m.
Staring at the perimeter from the verandah, I warm my hands on a glass of
ginger chai. Here, I have a private view of a corrupt, humanimal
landscape, a severed fold.

29.ii. The legs: as a child, my father ate butter straight from the cow. Once,
when his mother caught him red-handed at the churn, she beat him to
blood with a bamboo cane. My father, a tiny, wiry boy, was smoking by
age seven. Switching the cows home through fields of rape, his chest level
with the sharp yellow blossoms. Barefoot, his feet resembled those of a
goat’s: hard, rough, and smooth. Were his cells even then beginning to
pulse? Pulse and break up/proliferate? What is a membrane? It’s the light
on the field in 1947, by which I can barely see a boy. He slips out of the
field, disappearing into a settlement of shacks. Dusk. I can smell the
country fires, bread popping and burning on dry, freshly lit cakes of dung.
The sun is slipping over the roof of the tall building across the street. In a
few minutes, India will be illuminated.

30. Crimson azaleas spill over the rail and onto my knees. No filming
today and so I’m writing. The humanimal document is a machine that
produces redness by itself. In Normandy, as a child on a school holiday, I
saw a giant pink moon rise over the brown curves of the field.
Remembering that moon, I put it in India. I put it inside the jungle like the
light given off by certain animals even in the dark. Self-illuminate. And
watched it rise. Have you ever seen pink moonlight? It is frightening. It is
a cousin to shadow, just as a wolf is to a dog.

31.i. In the shadow of the church, in the Home, Joseph took Kamala’s hair
in his fist and cut it off, close to the skull. His wife swaddled the girl in a
dress with thick cotton bandages beneath it, where she’d scratched her
skin. Joseph held her elbows together behind her back and, with his other
hand, bathed her forehead with water at the font. This was October: the
month and the time. It was morning, as it is now. In a transition of light—
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Time is pleased 
to draw itself 
                        out, 
 
permit itself 
pendulous loops, 
 
to allow them 
meaning, 
 
this meaning, 
 
as it goes 
 
                 along. 
 
 
     * 
 
Chuck and I are pleased 
to have found a spot 
where my ashes can be scattered. 
It looks like a construction site 
now 
but it’s adjacent 
to a breathtaking, rocky coast. 
Chuck sees places 
where he might snorkel. 
We’re being shown through 
by a sort of realtor. 
We’re interested but can’t get her 
to fix the price. 
 
 
     * 
 
“The future 
is all around us.” 
 
It’s a place, 
 
anyplace 
where we don’t exist. 
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Chapter 6

If any of us hopes to survive, s/he must meet the extremity of
the American female condition with immediate and political
response. The thoroughly destructive and indefensible subjuga-
tion of the majority of Americans cannot continue except at the
peril of the entire body politic. You might suppose this would be
obvious to everyone talking about Freedom and Rights and
Equality and Justice and The Spirit and The Future. But, apparen-
tly; this enormous and simple idea, the idea that the welfare of the
majority will determine the welfare of the. state, becomes an
impossible concept to assimilate-once the majority has been
identified as female.

In like manner, the penalties attached to Black womanhood
threaten all Black people with ignominious extinction. Think
about that. Think about "Black people" without most of us caring
for and about the rest of you. Think about "Black people" without
most of our children growing up able to eat and able to read what
they need to take on the world, eye to eye.

Overall, white men run America. From nuclear armaments to
the filth and jeopardy of New York City subways to the cruel
mismanagement of health care, is there anything to boast about?
Any safety and grace of a growing nature to claim? Is there any
major and worldwide and man-made hazard to human life that
cannot be traced to the willful activities of white men?

Overall, Black men dominate Black America. The leading
cause of death for Black men ages twenty-five to forty-four is
murder by other Black men! What is the leading cause of sorrow
for Black women? What is the leading cause of grief in the hearts
of our children?

The huge and dire truth about white and Black American
women is trivial compared to what will happen to each of us if we
refuse to transform this evil situation into a past reminder of a
close call with collective death.

As Americans we live in danger for our lives. As Black pe?ple
we live in the valley of the shadow of deth. I say look to the welfare
of the majority-the women-if you would save yourself.

Report from the Bahamas
1982

I ~m staying in a hotel that calls itself The Sheraton British
C~lomal. One of the photographs advertising the place displa
~Tl1d~le-agedBlack man in a waiter's tuxedo, smiling. ,;r::..
10tngues me most about the picture is just this: while the Black
man bea~s a tray full of "colorful" drinks above his left shoulder,
both ofhls fee.t,shoes and trouserlegs, up to ten inches above his
an~les, stand 10the also "colorful" Caribbean salt water. He is so
delIghted to serve you he will wade into the water to bring you
Banana Daquiris while you floatl More precisely he will wade into
the water,. fully clothed, oblivious to the ruin 'of his shoes his
trousers, ~l1Shealth, and he will do it with a smile. '

I am 10 the Bahamas. On the phone in my room a spinning
complement of plastic pages offers handy index clues ~uch as CAR
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during the War between the States, and after the War, a
number of Southerners moved to the Bahamas ...

There it is again. Something proclaims itself a legitimate history
and all it does is track white Mr. Columbus to the British
Eleutherians through the Confederate Southerners as they barge
into New World surf, land on New World turf, and nobody saying
one word about the Bahamian people, the Black peoples, to whom
the only thing neWin their island world was this weird succession
of'cii1de intruders and its colonial consequences.

This is my consciousness of race as I unpack my bathing suit
in the Sheraton British Colonial. Neither this hotel nor the British
nor the long ago Italians nor the white Delta airline pilots belong
here, of course. And every time I look at the photograph ofthat fool
standing in the water with his shoes on I'm about to have a West
Indian fit, even though I know he's no fool; he's a middle-aged
Black man who needs ajob and this is his job-pretending himself
a servile ancillary to the pleasures of the rich. (Compared to his
options in life, I am a rich woman. Compared to most of ~heBlack
Americans arriving for this Easter weekend on a three mghts four
days' deal of bargain rates, the middleaged waiter is a poor Black

man.) h' ) "t d' .We will jostle along with the other (w 1te V1S1ors an Jom
them in the tee shirt shops or, laughing together, learn ruthless
rules of negotiation as we, Black Americans as well as white,
argue down the price of handwoven goods at the nearby straw
market while the merchants, frequently toothless Black women
seated on the concrete in their only presentable dress, humble
themselves to our careless games:

"Yes? You like it? Eight dollar."
"Five."
"I give it to you. Seven."
And so it continues, this weird succession of crude intruders

that, now, includes me and my brothers and my sisters fro~ the

North.This is my consciousness of class as 1try to decide how much
money I can spend on Bahamian gifts for my family back in
Brooklyn. No matter that these other Black women i~cessan~IY
weave words and flowers into the straw hats and bags PlIed beSide
them.on the bumingdusty street. No matter that these other Black
women must work their sense of beauty into these things that we
will take away as cheaply as we dare, or they will do without food.

We are not white, after all. The budget is liml·ted AndhI I kill' . • wearean;n ess y mg time between the poolside rum punch and "The
Native Show on the Patio" that will play tonight outside the hotel
restaurant.

Thi~ is my consciousn~ss of race and class and gender identity
as I notice the fixed relations between these other Black women
a.nd m~self. They sell and I buy or I don't. They risk not eating I
nsk gomg broke on my first vacation afternoon .

We ~re not particularly women anymore; ~e are parties to a
transaction deSIgned to set us against each other

"Olive" is the name of the Black woman who cleans my hotel
room. On ~y way to the beach I am wondering what "Olive"
~ould say If! told her why I chose The Sheraton British Coloni l'
If! told her I wanted to swim. I wanted to sleep. I did not want to~~
harassed by the middleaged waiter, or his nephew I did not want
to be raped by anybody (white or Black) at all and I ~alculated that
my s.afet?' as a Black woman alone would best be assured by a
multinational hotel corporation. In my experience th b'tk to' ' e IgguyS
a e cus mer complamts more seriously than the little 0 I
would suppose that's one reason why they're big; they don't:::io
lose money anymore than I like to be bothered v.:hen I'm trying to
read a goddamned book underneath a palm tree I paid $264 to g t
next to.. A Black wo~an seeking refuge in a multination:l
corporation may seem hke a contradiction to some but there you
~re. In this case it's a coincidence of entirely different self·
mterests: Sheraton/cash = June Jordan's short run sroet .

Anyway. I'm pretty sure "Olive" would look at me as t~ough I
came from someplace as far away as Brooklyn. Then she'd
proba~ly allow herself one indignant query before righteously
removmg her vacuum cleaner from my room; "and why in the first
place you come down you without your husband?"

I cannot imagine how I would begin to answer her
M " 'hts" d "fr .y ng an my eedom"andmy"desire"andaslewof

other New W~rld values; what would they sound like to this Black
woman desenbed on the card atop my hotel bureau as "Oll've th
M 'd"? "01' '" Id ea,l. 1ve IS 0 er than I am and I may smoke a cigarette
whIle she changes ~he sheets on my bed. Whose rights? Whose
freedom? Whose deSIre?

An? why should she give a shit about mine unless I do
somethmg, for real, about hers? •

- - - - - ~ .....~<.,~
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It happens that the book that I finished reading under a palm
tree earlier today was the novel, -The Bread Givers, by Anzia
Yezierska. Definitely autobiographical, Yezierska lays out the
difficulties of being both female and "a person" inside a tradi-
tional Jewish family at the start of the 20th century. That any
Jewish woman became anything more than the abused servant of
her father or her husband is really an improbable piece of news.
Yet Yezierska managed such an unlikely outcome for her own life.
In The Bread Givers, the heroine also manages an important,
although partial, escape from traditional Jewish female destiny.
And in the unpardonable, despotic father, the Talmudic scholar of
that Jewish family, did I not see my own and hate him twice,
again? When the heroine, the young Jewish child, wanders the
streets with a filthy pail she borrows to sell herring in order to raise
the ghetto rent and when she cries, "Nothing was before me but
the hunger in our house, and no bread for the next meal if I didn't
sell the herring. No longer like a fire engine, but like a houseful of
hungry mouths my heart cried, 'herring-herring! Two cents
apiece!'" who would doubt the ease, the sisterhood of conversation
possible between that white girl and the Black women selling
straw bags on the streets of paradise because they do not want to
die? And is it not obvious that the wife of that Talmudic scholar
and "Olive," who cleans my room here at the hotel, have more in
common than I can claim with either one of them?

This is my consciousness ofrace and class and gender identity
as I collect wet towels, sunglasses, wristwatch, and head towards
a shower.I am thinking about the boy who loaned this novel to me. He's
white and he's Jewish and he's pursuing an independent study
project with me, at the State University where I teach whether or
not I feel like it, where I teach without stint because, like the
waiter, I am no fool. It's myjob and either I work or I do without
everything you need money to buy. The boy loaned me the novel
because he thought I'd be interested to know hoW a Jewish~
American writer used English so that the syntax, and therefore
the cultural habits of mind expressed by the Yiddish language,
could survive translation. He did this because he wanted to create
another connection between us on the basis of language, between
his knowledge/his love ofYiddish and my knowledge/my love of
Black English.He has been right about the forceful survival of the Yiddish.
A •.• t4 T hRd become excited by this further evidence of the written

June Jordan 43

voice of spoken languag t t d fdard" E r h d e pro ec e rom the monodrone of "stan·
ng IS , an so we had grown cl h"

But then our talk shifted to student aft. oser on t 18 account.
had learned that this student does not :s more generally, and I
about currently jeopardized Federal St~~:::: r;y or the other
because, as he explained it to me th d t an Programs
?,ot need financial help outside his r::nn° ~~ affect him. He does
IS Blac~. And 1am the only family help ~ail~;;:~so~, however,
means, If Reagan succeeds in elimi l' Fed him and that
minority students he will have :a ;n

g
eral programato aid

s~udies, or he or I dr both of us will ~a:::t~tb~ut fu~ring his
big. Fe:; these reasons of difference, the student :::'; h :; prett~
away om ea~h other, even while we continued to talk. a move

~y ~on~clousness turned to race, again, and class
Slttmg 10 the same chair as th b .

graduate student came to discuss he: ';~d:~~er:l. weeks ago, a
len7e of her final paper; indeed it had s p a18ed the excel·
or.dthlntahryPhullingtogether of recent left bra:~7~:h~b=nan extrah•
WI e t emes of transcendental poetry. researc

She told me that for her part h 'd I
my political essays. :'You are so lu'Sckey,,,csohmpetel~ hedrreadin

g
of

"Wh d . e exc aune
at 0 you mean by that?" .

"You have a cause. You have a pu se to lUi "
.1 looked carefully at this white wor:an· w~:~~ase. h all

saymg to me? • sere y
::What do you mean?" I repeated.
Poverty. Police violence Discn'mm'aU .(J Ch . . on m general"
"Anesudshnst, I thought: Is that her idea of lucky?) .

ow about you?" I asked
"Me?" .
"Y h 'ea , you. Don t you have a cause?"
"M? I' . .'
h
e. m Just a middle aged woman' a housewife and a

mot er. I'm a nobody." .
F?r a while, I made no response.
FIrst of all, speaking of rac d I

br.eath, what she said meant tha~ ~~secI:~~ and gender fn one
mme, from police violence to nuel . y preoccupations of
They were mine and n h ear Wlpe-oUt,were not shared.
stuffed animal beaminOgtgOerosd·wilB?tlhere sh~,slat,kfriendlYas an old

I
' ormore uc "inm dir .
n the second place, what this white . y ection.

that she did not believe she was "a w?,man ~a1dto me meantperson preCIsely because she
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had fulfilled the traditional female functions revered by the fa ther
of that Jewish immigrant, Anzia Yezierska. And the woman in
front of me was not a Jew. That was not the connection. The link
was strictly female. Nevertheless, how should that woman and I,
another female connect, beyond this bizarre exchange?

IT she believed me lucky to have regular hurdles ofdiscrimina-
tion then why shouldn't I insist that she's lucky to be a middle
class white Wasp female who lives in such well-sanctioned and
normative comfort thatshe even has the luxury to deny the power
of the privileges that paralyze her life?

IT she deserts me and "my cause" where we differ, if, for
example, she abandons me to "my" problems of race, then why
should I support her in "her" problems of housewifely oblivion?

Recollection of this peculiar moment brings me to the shower
in the bathroom cleaned by "Olive." She reminds me of the usual
Women's Studies curriculum because it has nothing to do with her
or her job: you won't find "Olive" listed anywhere on the reading
list. Youwill likewise seldom hear ofAnzia Yezierska. But yes, you
will find, from Florence Nightingale to Adrienne Rich, a white
procession of independently well-ta-do women writers. (Gertrude
Stein/Virginia Woolf/Hilda Doolittle are standard names among
the "essential" women writers).

In other words, most of the women ofthe world-Black and
First World and white who work because we must-most of the
women of the world persistfar from the heart of the usual Women's
Studies syllabus.

Similarly, the typical Black History course will slide by the
majority experience it pretends to represent. For example, Mary
McLeod Bethune will scarcely receive as much attention as Nat
Turner, even though Black women who bravely and efficiently
provided for the education of Black people hugely outnumber
those few Black men who led successful or doomed rebellions
against slavery. In fact, Mary McLeod Bethune may nofreceive
even honorable mention because Black History too often apes
those ridiculous white history courses which produce such dan-
gerous gibberish as The Sheraton British Colonial "history" ofthe
Bahamas. Both Black and white history courses exclude from
their central consideration those people who neither killed nor
conquered anyone as the means to new identity, those people who
took care of every one of the people who wanted to become "a
person," those people who still take care of the life at issue: the
ones who wash and who feed and who teach and who diligently

June Jonian 45

decora~e straw hats and bags with
unrequIred gentle love: the women. all of their- historically

Oh the old rugged cross
on a hill far away
Well I cherish the old rugged cross

It's Good Friday in the Bah· .
shade. Except for Sheraton te~::. Seventy-eight degrees in the

It so happens that for truF ry, everything's closed.
for three days. My hu 1secular reasons I've been fasting
proportions. In the ho~re:an;s .n~w heached nearly violent
handling the counter com lai MC sop, the Black woman
~hop closed and why don't ~e ~o~a?out the to~rista; why isn't the
hves. I'm famished and I ord ch~s~stopeatingforoncein their
and lettuce and tomato and a~a dI~ eijndsaladand cottage cheese
and apple juice. roe egg and a hot cross bun

She eyes me with disgust.
To be sure, the timing of m to

religious practices. Neither one 0 y s mach. offends her serious
seasons the chicken salad to the feus apolOgIZes~ th~ other. She
loud radio gospel she plays to co p ~pehYmax while I listen to the
version of "The Old Rugged Cro:~' e erself. It's a countq Black

As I heave much chicken into' .
the pepper. I am after all a W rn~ mouth tears start. It's not
Friday music th~t domin~tes t;::hlnd~adn daughter. It's the Good

Urnl atmosphere
Welll cherish the old rugged cross .

And I am back, faster than a 747' B .
parents where we are wond . ,10 rooklyn, In the home of my
will darken until Christ ha:~~na~:~ do.every year, if the sky
shoulddarkenifGodisinH' h ned 10 the tomb. The sky
th I' IS eavens And then aro d 3econc uSlonofourmoumfulchur h' . '. un p.m., at
St. Phillips, and even while we d c b~el'Vlceattheneighborhood
covering the' gold ,altar and the ::::nlstar~ at the black cloth
sh~u.ldret1fI:nthrough the high gothi ~r~nht cand!es,. the sun
waIting faith that the Lord 'n' c ~n ows and Vindicate our

How I used to bowmy h~ a~'th agam, on Easter.
to abase myself in deference to His ev~rynameofJesus:eC8tatic

Mymouth is full of sal d ' majesty. .
can't think how I should ~s~~~a:;, tae~m to eat qUickly enough. I
other Black woman on the . e 0 ense of my appetite. The
prepared thi!!very tasty bre:~e:ses, the one who disapprovingly
is no fool. This is ajob that sh ~ myI fast, makes no remark. She

enee s. suppose she notices that at
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y edibles That's
least I included a hot cro~s b~n ~mong hm .

.' f I decIde tliat s enoug . . I
somethmg m my avor. lk ffth food Up a fairly steep htll

I am suddenly e~ger towa ; th e stel'desolation of the little
walk without hurry.mg. Thro:g a c::f:ctionary pink and white
town, the road bnngs me 0 n unnecessarily large statue of
plantation house. At the gates, a d n or tries to. His hand is
Christopher ~olumlbUksbfa~st~~m ~:u~h without deference, and
fisted to one hlp. I 00 ac a ,
tum left. . C t h my plane I scan the hotel room

It's time to pack It up·Tha c, that white report card on the
for things not to forget. ere s
bureau. . der the name "Olive." I am your

"Dear Guests:" It says, un . E llent Good. Average. poor.
maid for the day. Please rate me. xce .
Thank you.". f the Sheraton British Colonial into

I tuck thIS momento .;°7(ve" rate me?What would it mean.for
my notebook. How wouldh °th ? What would that rating reqUIre?

" d" to eac 0 er 'd .us to seem goo . I Neither turtle soup nor kl ney pIe
ButI am hastenmgto. ea;:hall delay my departure. I have

nor any conch shell dehgh d l' eady to return to my usual
rested, here, in the Baha~as,:n %~body has changed and so
job, my us.ual work. BDuttlefls.I~t~ome I realize I am burning up,has my mmd. On the e ta Ig
indeed. h usual race and class concepts of

So far as I can see, t e. f unit do not apply very
connection, or gender assu::t~~~~ise Jiy would Black folks
well. I doubt that they e~erf 1 i.d 'ty when the deal turns real.
forever bemoan our lac ? so 1 an ession is something
And if unity on the baSIS of ~~x':~j~%~ people on the planet,
natural then why dowewomen, e, ?
still have a p~blem. k ff I fasten my seatbelt and let the

The plane s ready for ta feo 'y . race and class and gender
tumult inside my head ru~ r~. t e~. ttheymustmean aboutthe
remain as real as thtwew~a~':du:ls~s aless obvious and, like thecontact between 0 m 1

weather, not predictable. f nd class and gender abso-
And when these factors 0 race \ use them as automatic

lutely collapse is w?ene~e~ yo~:ry se~e well as indicators of
concepts of connec~on. ey le~ents of connection they seem
commonly felt conflIct, ?u: a~ e b b·1ity for the day after the
about as reliable as precIpltatIon pro a 1
. night before the day.

June Jordan @

It occurs to me that much organizational grief could be~
avoided if people understood that partnership in misery does not
necessarily provide for partnership for change: When we get the
monsters off our backs all of us may want to run in uery different _
directions.

And not only that: even though both "Olive" and "I" live
inside a conflict neither one of us created, and even though both of
us therefore hurt inside that conflict, I may be one of the monsters
she needs to eliminate from her universe and, in a sense, she may
be one of the monsters in mine.

I am reaching for the words to describe the difference between
a common identity that has been imposed and the individual I
identity anyone of us will choose, once she gains that chance.

That difference is the one that keeps us stupid in the face of
new, specific information about somebody else with whom we are
supposed to have a connection because a third party, hostile to
both of us, has worked it so that the two of us, like it or not, share a
common enemy. What happens beyond the idea of that enemy and
~eyand the conse.!1.1lJ:!!!;..~that enemv?
~ am sayin~that the ultimate connection cannot be the enemy.

The ultimate nnection m need that we nd between us.
It is not only who YOU are. in otper words. but what we can 0 for
eadi other that will delPnnine th ••••nn~on.

I am flying back to my job. I have been teaching contemporary
women's poetry this semester. One quandary I have set myself to
explore with my students is the one of taking responsibility
without power. Wehad been wrestling ideas to the floor for several
sessions when a young Black woman, a South African, asked me
far help, after class.

Sokutu told me she was "in a trance" and that she'd been
unable to eat for two weeks.

"What's going ori?" I asked her, even as my eyes startled at
her trembling and emaciated appearance.

"My husband. He drinks all the time. He beats me up. I go to
the hospital. I can't eat. I don't know what/anything."

In my office, she described her situation. I did not dare to let
her sense my fear and horror. She was dragging about. hour by
hour, in dread. Her husband, a young Black South African, was
drinking himself into more and more deadly violence against her.

Sokutu told me how she could keep nothing down. She
weighed 90 lbs. at the outside, as she spoke to me. She'd already
been hospitalized as a result of her husband's battering rage .
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I knew both of them because I had organi~.ed a campus group
lib ti truggles of Southern Africa. .

to aid the era o? s throat What about this presumable
Nausea rose m m~ dth: wife fled from that homeland of

connection: this husban dan 1~ t? He was destroying himself.
h tred against them, an now w a .'
a peel he would certainly murder hiS Wlfe.
If not step , .. ht way It was a medical emergency.

Sheneededadoctor,ng a "t crisis Sheneededrefuge
She needed pr~tectiond' It was a ~~~Ue~a~yand' legal counsel. She
for battered Wlves an persona
needed a friend. h d lIed every number in the campus

I got on the p one ~n ~a i ht rove helpful. Nothing
dire~~ry~~:e\':er~o:~~~~~~:;'~~r~sou~ces ~esigned to meet her
wor e . tif ted and ordinary woman sneed.
enormous, mul .ace , d ts I asked the Chairperson of the

I called. vanous stu en . . ne for help
E 1· h Department for advice. I asked everyo . I' hng IS f t d ts Cathy a young nsF' ally another one 0 my s u en , , k d 'f
wom;;: active in campus IRA activities, responded. She as e or

th to her .
furt~er detai1~. I ~~~~at~~ told m~, "is an alcoholic. You.have to

Her hus an , 1 h l' It's not the same as anythmg else.
understand about a co 0 lCS.
And it:s a disde:serfyolulYc~;~:~~:~::n ~~e;:~~s nothing we could

I hstene ,lea u .
do? 1" "she said "But you have to keep

"That's not what m saYI?g, t 1: everybody's mind,
the al~oho1ic pa~ ofdth;l ~i~~e~~~rr~e,;rkm himself."
othe~::p~~re~:~m~;, I7:lt there was nothing to do but to assume

h kn hat she was talking about. "w'nsee;, w 'th ?"Iaskedher afterasilence. I you
"Will you come Wl me t h' t to do next?"
'th and help us figure ou w a . f

comeWl m~ Idb tthatshefeltshy:Sokutucomes rom
Cathy sald she wou u C th ?

South Africa. What would she think abo,~t a y. .
"I d 't kn w" I said "But let's go. 'f
We l~~tto ~d a dormitory ro0n,tfor the young battered WI e.

1 te wand dark outside.
It was a " no, If 11 . d behind with my own car, was
On Cathy s VW that a ~~DS FREE AT LAST. My eyes

the sticker that reads BOBBY d th rds This was another
blurred as I read and

d
rere~ Ma~i:~uther King Jr. and who

connection: Bobby Sand s anh b reved it· I grew up terrorized
would believe it? 1woul not ave ~~ d'''nigga II

by Irish kids who introduced me to e war .

June Jordan 49

And here I was following an Irish woman to the room of a
Black South African. Wewere going to that room to try to save a
life together.

When we reached the little room, we found ourselves awkward
and large. Sokutu attempted to treat us with utmost ,courtesy, as
though we were honored guests. She seemed surprised by Cathy,
but mostly Sokutu was flushed with reliefandjoy because wewere
there, with her.

I did not know how we should ever terminate her heartfelt
courtesies and address, directly, the reason for our visit: her
starvation and her extreme physical danger.

Finally, Cathy sat on the floor and reached out her hands to
Sokutu.

"I'm here," she said quietly, "Because June has told me what
has happened to you. And I know what it is. Your husband is an
alcoholic. He has a disease. I know what it is. My father was an
alcoholic. He killed himself. He almost killed my mother. I want to
be your friend."

"Oh," was the only small sound that escaped from Sokutu's
mouth. And then she embraced the other student. And then every-
thing changed and I watched all of this happen so I know that this
happened: this connection.

And after we called the police and exchanged phone numbers
and plans were made for the night and for the next moming, the
young South Mrican woman walked down the dormitory hallway,
saying goodbye and saying thank you to us ..

I walked behind them, the young Irish woman and the young
South African, and I saw them walking as sisters walk, hugging
each other, and whispering and sure of each other and I felt how it
was not who they were but what they both know and what they
were both preparing to do about what they know that was going to
make them both free at last.

And I look out the windows of the plane and I see clouds that
will not kill me and I,know that someday soon other clouds may
erupt to kill us aU.

And I tell the stewardess No thanks to the cocktails she offers
me. But I look about the cabin at the hundred strangers drinking
as they fly and I think even here and even now 1must make the
connection real between me and these strangers everywhere
before those other clouds unify this ragged bunch of us, too late.

--~-----------------------~ ----------.
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